Creating a twitter feed

Go to settings and select Widgets to create a new widget.

You can choose to show

- User timeline (@)
- Your favourites
- List
- Search (#tag)

Select create widget to get the code to paste into the HTML of your site.

Why?

Follow organisations such as the World Health Organisation in a class blog for Health and Human Development

Select your favourite tweets to reflect a current topic for class discussion or assignment eg: federal election or a royal baby.

Set up a professional list and feed through to a collaborative blog or wiki.

Copy and paste the code into the HTML of your site.
Adding your twitter feed to Global2

In the Dashboard – choose Widgets

Add the text widget to the sidebar

Give the text box a title and paste in your twitter code.

You can create more than one feed and paste them all in the box – this is the one from digital learning news. It has two feeds: @DEECD and #VicPLN

For wikispaces

When editing a page, select Widget – Social – Other to get a text box to paste in embed code.